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have interacted, producing certain 
environmental, social, political, and 
economic outcomes. thus, presented 
in this paper is an alternative per-
spective on the peninsula’s history, 
cast through an environmental his-
torical lens that elicits nature’s role 
as a historical actor.

Source: PDF proof of paper in 
Environment and History, volume 17, 
number 4, november 2011, pages 
583–612; abstract at www.erica 
.demon.co.uk/eH/eH1723.html.

Meticulous mapping and exca-
vations at an ancient cave in the 
Yucatan Peninsula are revealing 
the vitality of the site to the ancient 
Maya—for both religious ritual and 
human survival. the city is located 
in the elevated Puuc region of the 
Yucatan in Mexico. the city, featuring 
a great pyramid and other elaborate 
architecture, was built above one of 
the few cave systems in the region 
that penetrates to the permanent wa-
ter table. Mapping and excavations 
of the ancient city revealed a network 
of cisterns and reservoirs that fed 
the community’s water supply. the 
cave exploration has discovered 
hills of broken pottery and charred 
sacrifices, indicating the cave was 
a key religious site that involved 
worship of the rain gods.

researcher nicholas Dunning, a 

University of Cincinnati professor 
of geography, says the cave, located 
in the ancient ruins of the city of 
Xcoch, was used continuously from 
at least 800 BC until the nineteenth 
century, when it was still used for 
rituals. UC geography doctoral 
student eric weaver has led a team 
mapping Actun Xcoch, assisted by 
other experienced cavers including 
UC biology graduate students Beth 
Cortright and Jane Slater.

“this is in a region that has no 
surface water,” says Dunning. “there 
are only a handful of caves that go 
deep enough to get to the perma-
nent water table, so for any place 
that’s bone dry for five months out 
of the year, this is a pretty special 
location.”

two large reservoirs are located 
in the middle of the city next to 
the monumental architecture, and 
the smaller reservoirs and cisterns 
extend into the residential area and 
surrounding farm land. Dunning 
says the area was by far the largest 
city in the region during the Preclas-
sic Period around 800 BC to AD 100, 
but adds that there are significant 
signs the city was abandoned be-
tween AD 100 and 300, most likely 
due to drought.

“the Maya built a stairway to 
the cave entrance that we have 
to crawl in to enter and look for 

stalagmites—cave formations,” says 
Dunning. “Since this is a seasonal 
climate, the stalagmites act in the 
way that tree rings do, recording 
the rainfall because they only grow 
during the part of the year when 
there’s rain.”

The field work is far from glamor-
ous. entering the deep cave involves 
a good deal of crawling through 
long, narrow tunnels. the summer 
expeditions also involve working in 
hot, humid temperatures that can 
rise as high as 105 degrees. “the oxy-
gen content is so low, you can’t even 
light a match,” says Dunning.

“we found all kinds of broken 
pottery,” Dunning says. “the Maya 
‘sacrificed’ pottery by putting mate-
rials in it, then ritually killing it as a 
means of releasing its essence or to 
receive blessings from the rain gods 
with their sacrifices,” Dunning says. 
Human and animal remains were 
also found, but researchers are still 
exploring whether those remains 
were sacrifices or burials.

Source: University of Cincin-
nati publicity release by Dawn 
Fuller, www.uc.edu/news/nr 
.aspx?id=15166. See articles on Actun 
Xcoch in this issue.

Mexican archaeologists exploring 
a sinkhole cave, or “cenote,” in the 
Yucatan Peninsula pre-Columbian 
site of Chichén Itzá discovered a 
funerary offering consisting of six 
human bones as well as vessels, jade 
beads, knives, and other artifacts. 
“According to experts, the offering 
was made as a rain-invoking ritual in 
the ninth and tenth centuries, when 
the Maya had suffered two periods 
of drought,” the national institute of 
Anthropology and History, or inAH, 
said in a statement. the objects were 
found “carefully and selectively 
placed” at the bottom of a flooded 
cave that is linked by a 25-meter-long 
tunnel to a cenote near the Kukulkán 
pyramid, inAH said. the institute 
added that the discovery was made 
during cave and cenote exploration 
work being carried out by inAH 
and the Autonomous University of 
the Yucatan.

Bone remains of at least six in-
dividuals—“probably sacrificed 
during a couple of intense periods 


